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Star Trek: A Call To Duty Presents ....

USS Andromeda 
“Return to Active Duty” Part VII

Starring 
Janne Nikula as Captain Sketek Zhnirev
Amy Bennet as Commander Trial Martin
Derek Castro as Commander Juan T’Pal
Miika Nikula as Commander Senek Zhnirev
Becky Slater as Commander Buchanon
Wes Deimon as Commander Wes Deimon
Jack Farfri as Lieutenant Commander Ray Durron
Nuno Cruz as Lieutenant Commander Rie-mann Z’heta
 James Van Hoyweghen as Lieutenant Tal’el Jordain
 PJ Chapman as Ensign Phillipe Joseph Capulette
And ...
John McDermott as himself

Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Begin USS Andromeda "Return to Active Duty" 10302.16
CNS Jordain says:
3::is helping some crewmembers get up::
CEO Deimon says:
2::opens up the panel on the door and pulls out a few isolinear chips that control the locking mechanism::
OPS Capulette says:
1::In Cargo Bay 1 on Deck 14 scanning around with a tricorder::
FCO Durron says:
::standing by the doorway holding his handphaser::
Host CO Sketek says:
1Team: Is everyone equipped with a tricorder and a phaser?
CEO Deimon says:
2::pulls out tricorder and reverses the polarity on a few circuits::
CTO Senek says:
2::Checks his tricorder and phaser::
CSO`Zheta says:
1CO: aye aye, Sir  And a Klingon knife too.
CEO Deimon says:
2::sticks the isolinear chips back in and presses on the lock button::
OPS Capulette says:
1CO: Aye.
FCO Durron says:
1CO:yes sir.
TO Laredo says:
1CO: Aye
CNS Jordain says:
3Crewmember: Are you allright?
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The cargo bay door opens...revealing a dark corridor
XO Martin says:
2::looks over her tricorder and phaser, making sure there haven't been any changes to the items since orions took over the ship::
OPS Capulette says:
1Self: Eerie...
CNS Jordain says:
<crewmember> CNS: I'll be allright, thank you counsellor.
Host CO Sketek says:
1Team: Very good. Let's get to the Jeffries tubes.
CEO Deimon says:
2ALL:Dorr unlocked. . .
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
::Random Pirate Voices and shuffling feet::
CTO Senek says:
2Team: You two know Main Engineering a lot better than I do, so I hope you can think of a good route of approach?
OPS Capulette says:
1::Draws phaser and sets to medium level, scans around with Tricorder::
FCO Durron says:
1::Kneels and covers the part of the corridor infront of him::
CSO`Zheta says:
1::Walks behind the Captain::
OPS Capulette says:
1::follows the team bringing up the rear::
XO Martin says:
2::nods at CTO:: CTO: the CEO and I have been working on it, no worries
CEO Deimon says:
2CTO/XO:We should make our way down 5 decks to the main maintenance ports and go through Jeffries tubes to upper engineering. From there we can capture both upper and main engineering
FCO Durron says:
1::follows CSO,OPS and CO watching the corridor behind him::
CNS Jordain says:
3::talks to some people who are awaking in shock::
CEO Deimon says:
2::pulls out phaser:: Team: Shall we?
Host CO Sketek says:
1::Climbing to a tube:: Team: We're on the deck 14, the bridge is on deck 1. So it's a long way.
CTO Senek says:
2CEO/XO: Fine.
TO Laredo says:
1::Follows the rest of the team::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: Team one begins to ascend the Jefferies Tube
OPS Capulette says:
1CO: Positive thoughts, sir. We're only 13 decks away. Perhaps we should whistle while we climb?
OPS Capulette says:
1::Climbs behind everyone::
CSO`Zheta says:
1::takes out his old tricorder and scans the JT::
Host CO Sketek says:
1OPS: Fine idea otherwise but we should not raise any attention that's not absolutely necessary.
CEO Deimon says:
2::walks down the hall the opposite way of the captain to get to the nearest ladder to the main maintenance tubes::
TO Laredo says:
1::Climbes into the Jeffries tubes and follows::
CSO`Zheta says:
1OPS: Good cal!
OPS Capulette says:
1CO: Aye sir.
FCO Durron says:
1::looks around and mutters something than follows the rest of the team up::
CTO Senek says:
2::Follows CEO, continuously keeping an eye on his tricorder to notice any Orions::
XO Martin says:
2::walks beside the CEO, looking both at the tricorder, and the area around them to notice orions::
CNS Jordain says:
3::sees a crewmen collapse:: Self: oh boy ::runs over to him::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: Both teams discover that the main computer is down
CEO Deimon says:
2::opens up an unnoticeable maintenance port and reveals a ladder::
CTO Senek says:
2::Starts to climb down the ladder::
CEO Deimon says:
2::sits on the floor and slides out onto the ladder and begins the downward climb::
CNS Jordain says:
<patient001> CNS: Where am I? What am I doing here? I need to get out? ::starts to freak out a bit::
OPS Capulette says:
1::In passing notices inoperable panels:: CO: Sir, the door panels on the horizontal shafts seem to be inoperable, tricorders indicate main computer is offline.
CSO`Zheta says:
1CO: As you see, the main computer is down.  Should we try to put the secondary one online?
XO Martin says:
2::follows after the other two, taking one last glance for any orions, and closes the maintenance port after she is in::
CEO Deimon says:
2TEAM:I recommend a stop on deck 17 to get phaser rifles from armoury in the brig
CTO Senek says:
2::After the maintenance port has been closed:: XO/CEO: I'd also like to know why are the Orions doing this.. keep your eyes open for any clues.
Host CO Sketek says:
1CSO: I am not certain. Would that benefit us or Orions?
CTO Senek says:
2CEO: Not a bad idea, unless the brigs are in use. We'll just have to be careful.
CNS Jordain says:
3Patient001: Be silent, I will explain later on.
Host CO Sketek says:
1CSO: With the secondary computer online, could we lock all the shuttlebay doors so that they can't get any valuable materials out?
CSO`Zheta says:
1CO: I suppose that the Orions put the Main Computer offline to be able to do stuff that otherwise the computer didn't allow...
XO Martin says:
2CEO:good thinking, we will do that, CTO: another good idea
CSO`Zheta says:
1CO: Yes, Capitan.
OPS Capulette says:
1ALL: Deck 13, everyone, emergency transporters, shuttle maintenance, living quarters, forward torpedo bays, housewears and menswear.
CNS Jordain says:
<patient001> CNS: I want to know right now if you do not mind ::gets a bit angrier and speaks a bit out loud::
CSO`Zheta says:
1CO: The computer will allow you to raise security overrides to the Cargo Bay doors
Host CO Sketek says:
1CSO: Yes, true. The primary computer cores are on decks 7 and 8.
CNS Jordain says:
3::runs to patient 001 and hits him hard in the face. The UFP officer falls to the floor  an is out cold::  Self: That will keep him silent for some time.
OPS Capulette says:
1::Continues climbing, Tail feels the walls behind him::
CEO Deimon says:
2::is still climbing ever downwards:;
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: As team one and two climb latters, they pass windows revealing 2 Orion Heavy cruisers in space
OPS Capulette says:
1ALL:Orion Heavy cruisers, intriguing.
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: Team one observes Pirates unloading torpedoes from the forward torpedo tubes
Host CO Sketek says:
1TO: What do you think of their weaponry? Are they a match for Andromeda?
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: Team two observes pirates draining antimatter
Host CO Sketek says:
1::Looking at the Orion ships::
CEO Deimon says:
2::stops and open a panel onto Deck 17::
CTO Senek says:
2Self: All this effort only to make us see weird dreams?
CEO Deimon says:
2TEAM: First stop!
CSO`Zheta says:
1CO: Perhaps the Orions blasted the Main Computer core.  It seems that trying to put the secondary one online offer a higher probably of success.
OPS Capulette says:
1::Sees Pirates removing torpedoes::
CTO Senek says:
2::Looks at the cruisers for a while, then turns to CEO::
Host CO Sketek says:
1CSO: Perhaps. Nevertheless the secondary computer core is on entirely another direction so we're not going there.
CEO Deimon says:
2::drops on Deck 17 phaser drawn::
XO Martin says:
2::looks at her tricorder, quickly scanning the area for orions::
CTO Senek says:
2Team: Now that we're here, we should perhaps take a look at the secondary computer core as well. If the pirates have used the Andromeda's systems for anything, we should find it all in the computer logs.
CSO`Zheta says:
1CO: Understood, Sir.
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: Team 2 arrives at the armoury, pirates are unsuccessfully trying to pick the armoury lock
Host CO Sketek says:
1Team: We don't know if the main computer core is merely disabled or destroyed. That's still on our way down to the bridge. So let's head that way and let's also try to hurry.
CEO Deimon says:
2CTO:That's on Deck 18, but I think you're right. I can bring it online without bring lights and things online, we need to make sure they don't know we're awake
TO Laredo says:
1CO: It would not surprise me if there was inside help aboard the ship
CTO Senek says:
2::Points his phaser at the pirates and is silent::
XO Martin says:
2::motions to fire at will at the orions, and be quiet::
CEO Deimon says:
2PIRATES:Do you need some help? I've the key code... ::brings up phaser::
CNS Jordain says:
<Patient008>CNS: I'm not feeling so good sir. I feel nauseous.
CSO`Zheta says:
1 ::hears the TO:: TO: That's a very serious issue.  Do you suspect anyone in particular, Ens?
CEO Deimon says:
2::fires::
CTO Senek says:
2::Fires::
Host CO Sketek says:
1::Moving down in the tubes::
TO Laredo says:
1CSO: No, I have no idea who it could be
CSO`Zheta says:
1TO: Ok.
TO Laredo says:
1CO: No, Sir, the pirates wouldn't normally be a match for the Andromeda
CNS Jordain says:
3Patient008: Then get back on that bench ::gives the patient something against the very bad feeling::
OPS Capulette says:
1::Continues ascending towards the bridge::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: Team two and the pirates begin a fire fight
XO Martin says:
2::fires her own phaser moving back to a doorway in the hallway for shelter::
CEO Deimon says:
2::rolls behind a wall and is back up. Reaches around and fires rapidly at different pirates::
Host CO Sketek says:
1TO: That's interesting but also very worrying.
CTO Senek says:
2::Takes cover, keeps shooting::
TO Laredo says:
1CO: It is Sir
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: Random blasts leap into the adjourning upper warp core room....near misses
CNS Jordain says:
<Pirate2>::fires at the CTO's head::
CEO Deimon says:
2TEAM: Be careful, the Upper Warp core is open. . . ::yells:: Dang it, I'll teach you to mess with my warp core ::fires rapidly, four shots at each pirate:;
Host CO Sketek says:
1::Keeps climbing up::
OPS Capulette says:
1CO: Sir, I'm detecting weapons fire on other decks.
CTO Senek says:
2::Just keeps shooting, knowing that if the pirates have time to make an alert, the Andromeda may very well be lost::
CNS Jordain says:
<Pirate2>Team2: Die Federation ::dodges fire and returns it, now shooting at the CEO::
CSO`Zheta says:
1::looks at his TC::  Team1: Yes, I'm detecting weapon fires too
OPS Capulette says:
1CO: The weapons are in the vicinity of deck 17 or 18, I can't quite differentiate.
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The four pirates enter into melee with team two, drawing knifes and drooling
TO Laredo says:
1::detects weapons fire on his TC::
CEO Deimon says:
2::pulls back behind the wall and backs up to stand ready to take them down as they come around the corner, phaser drawn::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: Team One arrives on the bridge
CNS Jordain says:
<Pirate1>::dodges fire from the CTO::
CTO Senek says:
2::Shoots at one of the pirates at point blank range, then engages the rest in melee::
Host CO Sketek says:
1OPS: I hope that the other team will take care of themselves.
XO Martin says:
2::gets ready to do whatever necessary to defend herself from the orions while still firing on them with her phasers::
OPS Capulette says:
1::Climbs onto bridge, looks around in awe::
Host CO Sketek says:
1::Looks around the bridge::
CNS Jordain says:
<Pirate4>::sees the XO and makes a run for her and keeps attacking the rest of the Andromeda crew::
CEO Deimon says:
2::takes a pirate right in the chest with a phaser blast as he comes around the corner::
CSO`Zheta says:
1::observes the bridge::
CNS Jordain says:
<Pirate3>::falls down on the ground but is just able to return fire at the CEO::
XO Martin says:
2::kicks one of the orions in the groin and fires her phaser on his chest knocking him away from her::
FCO Durron says:
1::enters the bridge kneeling and looking around::
OPS Capulette says:
1::Whispering::Team: Lets get them!
CTO Senek says:
2::Neck pinches one of the Orions::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: Team 2 continues wrestling with the forces of evil!!
CEO Deimon says:
2::takes a hit in the left arm and screams, and then holds a phaser blast on the pirate, thoroughly killing him::
CSO`Zheta says:
1::looks at the CO:: CO:?
Host CO Sketek says:
1::Shoots one pirate with his phaser:: Team: Fire.
CSO`Zheta says:
1::aims at the pirates and opens fire::
FCO Durron says:
1::calmly targets and fires::
TO Laredo says:
1::Enters the bridge and immediately begins firing at the pirates::
OPS Capulette says:
1::Aims phaser at pirate, fires::
CNS Jordain says:
<bridgepirat1>::Looks around and sees the Andromeda crew and returns fire at the CO::
Host CO Sketek says:
1::Takes cover::
FCO Durron says:
1::sings fire around and fires at "Bridgepirat1"::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The bridge erupts in a violent fire fight with multicoloured phasers and disruptors
OPS Capulette says:
1CSO: Is today a good day to die?
CSO`Zheta says:
1::duck behind a console::
CNS Jordain says:
<bridgepirat2>::Fires at the TO and nearly misses his head::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The last remaining pirate attacking team 2 flees in terror being outnumbered
CSO`Zheta says:
1OPS: It' is always a good day to day to the honourable warrior
CTO Senek says:
2::Shoots after the fleeing pirate::
CEO Deimon says:
2::steps out from behind the wall and fires at another pirate running away, and continues to fire until he can't see them anymore::
XO Martin says:
2::runs through the remaining orions to the armoury doors, unlocks it with her codes, runs in and grabs a phaser rifle::
CEO Deimon says:
2::hits one, but not the other:;
CNS Jordain says:
<Pirate1>::gets hit by a phaser::
TO Laredo says:
1::ducks to avoid phaser fire:: Holy Smokes!
OPS Capulette says:
1::Dropkick's a pirate, chokes with tail::
CTO Senek says:
2Team: Ok, not let's get to Main Engineering. We have no time to waste now that our presence is known to the pirates.
Host CO Sketek says:
1::Fires again::
CNS Jordain says:
<bridgepirat3>::Takes a disruptor rifle and fires at the CO::
CEO Deimon says:
2::runs into the armoury and grabs a phaser rifle and another hand phaser::
Host CO Sketek says:
1::Takes cover again::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The CTO stuns the last pirate; Team One continues to fight with the pirates, displays are being blasted into junk while sparks fly!
FCO Durron says:
1::Rolls forward and drops his hand phaser picking up a phaser rifle instead than tracks one of the orions and fires::
CNS Jordain says:
<Pirate4>::runs away::
CEO Deimon says:
2CTO:Someone has got to get a computer core running, and that is easier done right here on this deck::
CSO`Zheta says:
1::aims at the CO attacking pirate::
XO Martin says:
2::sticks her smaller phaser in her pocket, and slings the rifle over her shoulder, and nods at the CEO::
CNS Jordain says:
<Pirate4>::drops to the floor by the phaser of the CTO::
CTO Senek says:
2::Goes to the armoury and grabs a rifle::
OPS Capulette says:
1Team:Watch fire we need the bridge in one piece after we've killed them.
CTO Senek says:
2::Grabs some grenades as well::
CEO Deimon says:
:;grabs 4 stuns grenades::
CNS Jordain says:
<bridgepirat3>::dodges the phaser fire from the CSO and returns fire::
TO Laredo says:
::hits a pirate::
XO Martin says:
2CEO: why don't you and the CTO get to engineering, I'll get to the computer core on this deck
FCO Durron says:
1::tracks and fires on bridgepirat3::
CSO`Zheta says:
1::ducks to avoid the bridgepirate3 fire::
CEO Deimon says:
2XO:Okay... Trial... Be careful
CNS Jordain says:
<bridgepirat2>::gets knocked out by a phaser::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The FCO cuts a nasty line in the main viewer before dropping the last pirate
CTO Senek says:
2XO: A good idea. We need to split since both objectives need to be achieved quickly.
OPS Capulette says:
1::Punches an unconscious pirate for the heck of it::
XO Martin says:
2::nods:: CEO: I'm always careful when it comes to intruders ::grins and winks::
CNS Jordain says:
<bridgepirat1>::is already on the floor knock out of commission::
FCO Durron says:
::looks at the main viewer than scans the rest of the room for conscious pirates::
CEO Deimon says:
2::throws a stun grenade to the XO:: XO: You may need this
CTO Senek says:
2XO: Good luck. ::Gets to a maintenance tube and signals CEO to follow::
CSO`Zheta says:
1::looks at the OPS in a disapproving fashion::
Host CO Sketek says:
1::Fires at a pirate and takes cover again::
CEO Deimon says:
2CTO:Let's get outta here. . . ::heads towards the maintenance tube:;
XO Martin says:
2::catches the grenade and sticks it in her pocket, and waves off the other two::
CTO Senek says:
2::Starts climbing down the ladders all the way down to deck 20::
OPS Capulette says:
1Team: I think that's all of them.
FCO Durron says:
1OPS: I agree
CSO`Zheta says:
1::stands up and looks around::
CNS Jordain says:
<bridgepirat3>::fires his disruptor rifle for the last time at the CO but misses and drops down out cold::
FCO Durron says:
1::begins dragging the pirates to the turbolift::
OPS Capulette says:
1::Looks at the torn up bridge:: TEAM: We're going to have to go back to spacedock.
CEO Deimon says:
2::quickly makes his way behind Senek to Deck 20::
CNS Jordain says:
3::has his hands full with his crewmembers down in CB1::
XO Martin says:
4::looks at her tricorder again, sees no other orions in the area, and goes back into the hallway carefully, and runs towards the computer core room, stopping carefully at each corner on the way to check for orions::
Host CO Sketek says:
1Team: Now we have to find out what equipment is working here and what we can quickly fix.
CTO Senek says:
2CEO: We'll need to get an overview on the situation in ME; it may well be the most defended part of this ship, and there are just two of us.
CNS Jordain says:
<pirates>::walking around on the Andromeda::
OPS Capulette says:
1::Moves to assess the functionality of the OPS Console::
FCO Durron says:
::jogs over to the helm and hits the power up switch::
TO Laredo says:
1::Walks to tactical to see if it is working::
CEO Deimon says:
2CTO:Agreed. . . we should be able to get to the Primary Maintenance Support Centre and take a look over ME before we head out into upper engineering
CSO`Zheta says:
1::goes to the Science console::
CTO Senek says:
2CEO: Fine. Perhaps we could use the ship's internal sensors to make some scans as well.
XO Martin says:
4::stops at the door to the computer core finally, unlocks it, and goes in, locking it behind her::
CEO Deimon says:
2CTO:Not unless Trial gets that computer working, we won't
OPS Capulette says:
1::Discovers OPS is inoperable::
Host CO Sketek says:
1Team: Can anyone figure out a way to contact the other team?
CTO Senek says:
2CEO: Perhaps I'm too optimistic and ahead of schedule..
FCO Durron says:
1CO:looks like we have to run someone down to the main computer sir
Host ACTDJohnSea1 says:
Action: The XO is now in the computer core
OPS Capulette says:
1CO: Everything is offline, including communication until we've restored the CPU.
CSO`Zheta says:
1CO: Should we split and one team tries to put the Main Computer online while the other secure the bridge?
TO Laredo says:
1::Realizes that Tactical is not working after all::
XO Martin says:
4::goes over to the control panel, taps a few buttons, and restarts the core::
CTO Senek says:
2::Arrives at the Primary Maintenance Support Centre::
CNS Jordain says:
<pirate10>Pirate11: I hope we can get out of here fast. I do not like it here
Host CO Sketek says:
1FCO: It would be better to get contact to the other team but naturally if that's not an option, we'll have to work without coordinating with them.
Host ACTDJohnSea1 says:
Action: The XO successfully overrides the lockdown and begins the restart sequence with her security codes
CNS Jordain says:
<pirate11>Pirate10: Indeed so. It is a strange ship to be on. A dangerous ship.
FCO Durron says:
1CO:Sir we cant get communications online without one of the computers.
CEO Deimon says:
2::looks out clandestinely through the window into ME and Upper Engineering::
Host CO Sketek says:
1FCO: I was thinking of some alternative way of communication.
CTO Senek says:
2::Takes a look at ME::
FCO Durron says:
1CO: I see.
Host CO Sketek says:
1Team: But you seem to be right. We need to send people to start the main computer if it's possible.
XO Martin says:
4::tests the comm:: *CO* I've just restarted one of the computer cores, if you can hear this, guess that means we can communicate through the comm again
CNS Jordain says:
3::sees patient001 regain his life back and sits up:: Patient001: Feeling better now or do you need another dose of that?
CSO`Zheta says:
1::looks at the consoles begging to light up::  CO: Look, Sir!  The other team must have taken care of the Computer core!
OPS Capulette says:
1::Observes bridge panels flicker to life::
TO Laredo says:
1::watches as tactical flickers and dies::
CNS Jordain says:
<patient001>::thinks for a moment:: CNS: I'll be just fine sir.
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The Bridge crew see : "Starfleet Operations Restart USS Andromeda System Check".....Online
XO Martin says:
4::waits patiently for a response from the CO::
TO Laredo says:
::Tactical finally flickers and stays on:
Host CO Sketek says:
1*XO* Yes, I read you.
OPS Capulette says:
1::Ops comes online after systems check:: Self: Ahh nothing better then the sweet sight of my OPS Panel.
CEO Deimon says:
2CTO:Well, Upper engineering is clear, let's step out and take a look
CTO Senek says:
2CEO: Ok.. stay alert and keep silent. There are more than enough pirates to start trouble in ME.
FCO Durron says:
1::checks the helm and begins running system diagnostics trying to assess what is working and what is offline::
CNS Jordain says:
<pirate11>Pirate10: Lets see what is in main engineering.
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: All sick in the cargo bay have been tended too leaving the CNS available for a new assignment
CNS Jordain says:
<pirate10>Pirate11: that is a good idea. Lets go.
Host CO Sketek says:
*CNS* Please report.
XO Martin says:
4*CO* great, I'll go join the CEO and CTO again then
CEO Deimon says:
2::moves silently out into Upper Engineering and peers down into ME::
CTO Senek says:
2::Quietly follows CEO down to UE::
Host CO Sketek says:
1*XO* Acknowledged. Sketek out.
CNS Jordain says:
3*CO*: Jordain here sir, nice to hear your voice again. What can I do for you?
CSO`Zheta says:
1::Goes to the Science console and activates the SRS::
CEO Deimon says:
2::hands a stun grenade to the CTO:: CTO: This won't harm the warp core, but phaser fire might, so we've got to get a good radius of these to avoid the risk of hitting the core by firing at them
Host CO Sketek says:
1Team: Now that the computer is online, start checking the system and try to utilize all means of getting the ship fully back to our control.
TO Laredo says:
CPU: Locate Ana-Marie Laredo!
CNS Jordain says:
<pirate10>::enters ME together with his crewmember::
XO Martin says:
4::starts to head away from the core, and then turns thinking that the warp core back online would be a good idea::
CTO Senek says:
2CEO: We need to spread these quite a lot before we can detonate. We need to take out most of the pirates before we can blow our cover.
Host CO Sketek says:
*CNS* How is the crew there? Have you had any serious medical cases there?
CSO`Zheta says:
1CO: I'm on it, Captain.
CEO Deimon says:
2CTO:We
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: Anyone in eye contact with a pirate sees them vanish in a transporter beam
CNS Jordain says:
3*CO* No sir, everything is good down here. Not serious trouble in any case.  My work is actually finished down here.  Need some help elsewhere?
CEO Deimon says:
We got 3, place yours on the opposite side of engineering, just drop it down, I'll leave mine here, then let's get on the other side of the core where we won't have to fire at the core, we'll drop this third grenade down and detonate, then we can fire at whatever is left without risking the core
OPS Capulette says:
1CO: Sir, equipment is being beamed off the ship.
CNS Jordain says:
<pirate10>::disappears::
TO Laredo says:
<CPU>:  Ana-Marie Laredo is located on Deck 8 in the Main Lounge
CTO Senek says:
2CEO: Too late. They're gone. ::Sees the pirates vanish::
XO Martin says:
4::taps at a few buttons, and restarts the warp core. with that done, she starts up force fields around the ship to block orion pirates in and keep them in place. puts up ship shields to prevent anything/anyone else from being beamed off the ship::
CEO Deimon says:
2::sees them vanish and immediately hops and slides down a ladder into ME::
Host CO Sketek says:
1*CNS* We need to stop the pirates from transferring materials off this ship. Try to get to a shuttlebay and disable their means of transportation.
CTO Senek says:
2CEO: Now let's get this ship back running ASAP so we can follow them and get some answers.
CEO Deimon says:
2*BRIDGE*Deimon to Bridge. We have Main engineering, I’m preparing to jump start all systems...
CTO Senek says:
:: Follows CEO down to ME and proceeds to restart the warp core.::
CSO`Zheta says:
1::See's the pirates being beam out::
Host CO Sketek says:
1OPS: Can you try to interfere with the beaming?
FCO Durron says:
1::looks at the pirates that were in the back of the bridge but they are gone.:: CO: all propulsion has been shutdown I have manoeuvring thrusters.
OPS Capulette says:
1CO: Aye, Shields are going up and I’m attempting to shut down transporters with a lockout.
TO Laredo says:
1*CNS*: If you have nothing better to do, could you please go to the main lounge and stay with my daughter?
XO Martin says:
4*CEO* I've restarted this computer core, and started the warp core, and put up shields from here
OPS Capulette says:
1::Fingers fly over the panel::
CSO`Zheta says:
1::Puts the LRS on line too and tries to scan the Orion ship::
Host CO Sketek says:
1*CEO* This is Sketek. We are reading you. Proceed with your plan.
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The Orion cruisers begin to back off
CNS Jordain says:
3*CO* Aye sir. ::takes all his stuff and walks out heading for the nearest shuttlebay:: *TO* I'm sorry but I will let someone else see after here. I have to stops some badguys here.  ::orders 2 security people to look for the TO's daughter::
FCO Durron says:
1CO: our friends out there are backing off
CEO Deimon says:
*XO/CO* Understood. I'm starting impulse engines, they'll be warmed in no time. But we won't have warp engines for approximately... 28 minutes.
XO Martin says:
4::makes her way out of the computer core room and heads for the TL, fairly sure it will be safe to do so now::
CTO Senek says:
2::Keeps restarting all kinds of systems at ME::
Host CO Sketek says:
1FCO: With our current status of operation, I don't think there is much we can do about that, unfortunately.
OPS Capulette says:
1::Scans cruisers::
CNS Jordain says:
3::enters the shuttlebay and starts looking around::
CSO`Zheta says:
1Self: Not enough power to scan the cruisers...
TO Laredo says:
1::Checks tactical:: CO: We have partial power to phasers  sir
FCO Durron says:
1CO: whatever you say sir.  if you want I could follow them with a shuttlecraft keep track and call back when you are ready.
CSO`Zheta says:
1::keeps trying to use the ships sensors::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The CTO reboots engineering systems against the eerie blue light of the restarting core, Andromeda crewmembers race to their stations as Security begins to patrol the ship
CEO Deimon says:
2::gets the computer working again and sets up EPS power distribution and the entire ship, save for the warp core, jumps entirely to life:;
Host CO Sketek says:
1CSO: Do we have long range sensors? If we do, keep track of those Orion ships.
XO Martin says:
4::takes the TL down to main engineering and meets up the with CEO and CTO::
CEO Deimon says:
2::tries to get full power to all systems now that they are all operating::
OPS Capulette says:
<Security Reese>*TO*Sir, we have your daughter and are taking her to your quarters where we will wait until you have returned from duty.
CTO Senek says:
2::Has gone through most of the important backup and auxiliary systems and leaves the secondary systems to the engineers who are starting to repopulate ME::
CNS Jordain says:
3::sees the doors of the shuttles are locked but one of them has not been looted:: *CO* Sir all but one shuttle have been looted but I do not see anybody down here. They are all gone sir. Your orders?
CSO`Zheta says:
1CO:  Only partial scanning abilities.  I'm already doing what you told, Sir.
Host CO Sketek says:
1*CNS* Approach it carefully. They might be hiding somewhere.
FCO Durron says:
1CO: would you like me to pursue with a shuttlecraft sir?
TO Laredo says:
1CO: Sir, There are 2 torpedoes in the launchers
CTO Senek says:
CEO: Now that we have the ship back in our control, I believe I should get to my post on the bridge.
XO Martin says:
::asks up behind the CEO:: CEO: need any help down here?
CEO Deimon says:
::sets up power distribution and fires the fusion reactors to get juices flowing until the warp core is entirely active::
CTO Senek says:
::Heads back up, this time in a turbolift::
OPS Capulette says:
::attempts to restore power to sensors to track the cruisers::
Host CO Sketek says:
1FCO: We have suffered lots of damage so even if we can follow or trace them, we can't fight yet. So it serves no purpose.
TO Laredo says:
1*Security Reese*: Thank you
CNS Jordain says:
*CO* Aye sir, I'll keep an open channel ::walks around scanning for pirates. Phaser drawn.  He turns around the not looted shuttle and then........::
OPS Capulette says:
<SEC Reese>*TO*Welcome sir.
CEO Deimon says:
XO: It's just a matter of waiting on the warp core, it won't be active for another 23 minutes. But I've started the fusion reactors and all systems should be at near full operations within a couple of minutes
CSO`Zheta says:
::uses full capabilities of the LRS to scan the cruisers and keep track of their headings::
FCO Durron says:
1CO: we cant fight yet precisely. they are going to go to warp and be gone sir. than the orion will have that equipment.  If I can pursue them and than call back when you are ready with their coordinates...
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
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